Gilson rototiller parts diagram

These horizontal tillers pictured to the right with forward and reverse are probably the most
common. There are many generations built over the run. They came with various engine sizes
ranging from 4 to 8 horsepower. Reverse was derived from a belt running in a figure 8 pattern.
The worm drive is the legendary "Gilson Iron Heart". Robust gearing in a cast iron housing with
hefty bearings all bathed in oil let these drives run long and strong. These machines have the
added feature of an actual 4 speed mechanism. Moving sheave halves form a manually
controlled torque converter. Reverse is derived from an interposed friction wheel. These simple
machines were popular. They feature the same "Iron heart" worm drive and are driven directly
by a cup and cone lined clutch. With the engine right on top of the tines and no efficiency loss
from drive belts these little machines continue to be valued workhorses. Built for cultivating and
small gardening needs these units feature spring steel tines meant to deflect around stones
they cannot move. The folding handle and drive pulley are patented Gilson innovations. TroyBilt
may have popularized rear tine tilling but Gilson stepped up with their own version. The
swinging handle let the operator walk alongside the freshly tilled bed or swing the handle a full
degrees for easy transport with the tines leading. There was also an 8 HP version with 5 forward
speeds. The rear tine tillers were also built with a heavy duty simplified handle system. Rear
View Backup Camera. Engines Misc. How much is your farm tractor worth? Find resale prices
for tractors built from through today, with complete specifications and serial numbers. Brian
Walker. Wondering if you still have parts and belts. I am using the MW tiller and love it but could
use new belts and the idler's would consider the complete assembly for the pully's if the price
isn't to high. If you could let me know I would really appreciate it. Thanks for the image on the
belts, I couldn't for the life of me figure it out without your help. Yes I also carry some parts for
these and other Montgomery Ward front and rear tine tillers and a complete set of microfiche
that I use for info,some manuals also. Bill Cote. Hi, The Tiller I have is a Mastercraft. As per
someone at MTD, this model was taken over by Gilson. It looks like the belts will fit. Do you
have the belts and do you ship to Canada? Let me know. Thank You Bill. I am looking for a pully
for a old Wards rear tine tiller. I need the pully for the arm that engauges the belt. The arm looks
ok, but the pulley is shot. I don't know if I need a whole new arm. Do you still have parts and or
manuals for sale for Gilson Rear tine tiller Model ??? Any information on this would be
appreciated. Please call Thank You! We have a Ford rear tine tiller that appears to have a Gilson
pulley drive. We are in need of new belts as shown in the diagram. C McDaniel. Do you still have
belts for a Wards rear tine tiller, GIL Roger Jackson. Is the gilson Model a gear or chain drive to
turn the rear tines? Mine quit yesterday and now the rear tines dont want to turn. I have a model
and i need new belts. I have no idea what size they are due to the fact that the old ones are so
worn out. Can you help with belt size. I have an Allis Chalmers rear tine tiller, model number
Serial number C1 Are belts available for this unit? It looks like a Gilson in the pictures. Arthur
Owens Jr. I have one of these tillers I cant figure the reverse belt how it works. Gilson
Roto-Tiller Parts. Their worm drives were dubbed the "Iron Heart" for their durability. Many of
the commonly needed repair items are still available through this Website. We offer; bronze
worm wheels commonly called worm gears , oil seals, felt seals, gaskets, bearings, idlers,
bushings, washers, spacers, retaining rings, belts, parts lists, owners manuals, and service
manuals. Many items on this page have been discontinued as factory parts items but we have
had them reproduced or alternately sourced based on accumulated samples and data from
other sources. The reproduced parts are available exclusively on this site. We ship worldwide
and have been supporting Gilson owners since Gilson Brothers built millions of tillers for many
brands and under over 60 trade names that were widely sold in the U. S, Canada and Europe.
When they brought the Gilson line into the company the parts were renumbered. The new
numbers are included below in parenthesis. Everything else I provide directly is in stock and I
ship daily. Seal Sets. Seal Set Seal Set 1. Seal Set 2. Drive Belts. Worm Wheels. Engine Parts.
Gilson T-Shirts. Input Ball Bearing Worm Spacer Vent Plug Adjusting Plug Oil Seals. Front
Adjusting Plug Seal Tine Shaft Side Cover Seal Machine Documentation. Case Gaskets , Knob
Special Washer Felt Seals. Felt Seal Felt Seal , Other Felt Seals. Idler Rollers. Forward Idler
Roller Reverse Idler Roller Idler Roller Assembly CJ8 Spark plug. More Engine Parts. Seal Set
Replacement. This Kit Fits the Following Models: 09GN 10 03 10 05 10 05 10 03 10 05 10 28 6 44
C X C. Two felt seals are used on each side of the worm drive on most models. Sandwiched
between the 2 seals is a flat steel washer that allows the seals to slip against each other forming
a rotary dirt seal. If your washers are lost or damaged a pair can be ordered here. It was the
"Swiss Army Knife" of seal kits with many different parts for various models. It included several
parts which due to documentation and demand may never again become available. By going
into the original model documentation I have been able to reconstruct 2 rebuild kits I'm calling A
and B that cover 86 of those models. If you have a model that calls for kit search the next 2 kits
for model number matches. For the remainder most individual parts are available in the A La

Carte section of this page. Seal Set A Replacement. This Kit Fits the Following Models: 10 02 10
05 10 01 10 02 10 02 10 06 10 10 3 10 06 10 09 10 06 10 02P 10 02 10 02 10 06I. Seal Set B
Replacement. This Kit Fits the Following Models: 10 01S 10 07SM 10 02J 10 03 10 01S 10 02J 10
07 10 08 10 03 10 03 10 01 10 02 10 02 10 04 10 01 10 02 10 03 10 06 10 04 10 01 10 06 10 02 10 13
10 06 10 12 10 10 10 23 10 04 10 Care should be exercised when working on worm drive cases
that have the side cover retained by the lock ring pictured to the left. The ring should not be
struck with a drift punch or other hard tool. It can be ruined, and replacements are essentially
nonexistent. When installed, the ring is tightened, backed off a notch and secured with a cotter
pin. This means that it is not torqued in tightly. Before trying to move the ring, do your best to
remove any grit and apply penetrating oil help the ring run in the threads. Pictured to the right is
a tool that Gilson offered in the day. The tangs at the left engaged the lock ring and cover. If
possible, make something similar to engage the ring so it can be unwound smoothly. If this is
not possible work gently with soft tools such as scrap brass, aluminum or even plastic. Work
from the 2 rectangular notches on the inner diameter, not the cotter pin notches. The upright tab
is for moving the worm gear bearing adjusting plug. More can be seen about that here. More
information including related bushing and seal drivers can be seen in Service Bulletin This Kit
Fits the Following Models: 10 09 10 01C 10 02V 10 02D 10 10 10 05DA 10 01C 10 02D 10 02V 10
05DA 10 09V 10 02 10 01 10 02 10 02 10 02 10 05 10 09 10 10 10 10 10 02 10 01 10 02 10 12 10 12
10 03 10 05F 10 03 10 04 10 05 10 04 10 04 10 01 10 01 10 02 10 02 10 02 10 05 10 01 10 12 10 03
10 04 10 10 10 05 10 A03 10 B03 10 04 10 01 10 05 10 12 10 This Kit Fits the Following Models:
09GN 10 04 10 02 10 01 10 01 10 01 10 03 10 04 10 02 10 01 10 A03 10 B03 X. This seal set is
intended for use on oil bath worm drive models not listed in the complete kits above that have
the gasketed 3 bolt side plate. As always confirm the individual part numbers listed. This same
seal set is used on many Gilson snowblowers. This seal set is intended for use on oil bath worm
drive models not listed in the complete kits above that have the screwed in side cover that
allows adjustment of the tine shaft bearings. It was sold in 8 fluid ounce cans. They even came
in 4 packs with the plastic rings to hold them together. Even on Ebay, cans of this product have
become very rare. This product is NOT for use in snowblowers. Today's Options As far as I
know lead based lubricants were phased out decades ago. Meanwhile synthetic lubricants have
become commonplace. The properties of synthetic lubricants may make up for the lack of lead.
Here are some options. You may need to buy a quart or gallon but it's out there. Visit your local
auto parts store or start on Google. Multi-viscosity is never the best choice for the harshest
applications, but I have not heard of problems. I continue to look for a product I can reasonably
sell and ship. I will add it to my direct offering when able. There are a number of less common
Gilson tiller drives for which I have not been able to assemble complete kits. These individual
parts can be part of repairing those machines. Plus Shipping to US and international
destinations. Show your Gilson pride and express your enthusiasm for Gilson power equipment
with these silk screened T-shirts. Available sizes are listed in the selection pull-downs. These
are gasket sets for some tiller worm drives that have the side case cover securred with 3 bolts.
Gaskets are sold in sets of one regular gasket and 3 shim gaskets. You will need to use between
zero and 3 shim gaskets depending on the tolerance of your parts. They fit some drives drives
with 21 and 31 tooth worm wheels. We have had them reproduced based on previously acquired
genuine factory parts and they are a pefect match. This same gasket set is used on many Gilson
snowblowers. They fit some drives with 34, 40 and 41 tooth worm wheels. These 2 gaskets were
previously sold as gasket set or AG These bearings support the bronze worm wheel on the tine
shaft of most Gilson oil bath worm drive tillers. Be sure to check your part numbers before
ordering. The set includes 2 bearings and 2 races. This tine shaft bushing is used in some oil
bath worm drives. Gilson cross referenced to The bore is 1" inside diameter. Be sure to orient
the notch and groove opening towards the inside so oil can enter the gallery. This is a factory
part. Ordering Link: Tine Shaft Bushing. This tine shaft is very common in the oil bath front tine
tillers. The shaft is 1" in diameter. Be sure to confirm that this is the part number your model
uses before ordering. Ordering Link: 1" Tine Shaft. This bushing is used at the input end of cast
iron oil bath worm drives of Gilson tillers. On vertical shaft models be sure to remove the grease
fitting to drill a lube hole as described in the instructions you can download below. This same
bushing is used Gilson on snowblowers with cast iron oil bath worm drives. This ball bearing is
used at the input end of some cast iron oil bath worm drives of higher horsepower Gilson front
tine tillers. These bearings support the steel worm gear on the input shaft of most Gilson oil
bath worm drive tillers. These same bearings are used in Gilson snowblowers with cast iron and
die cast aluminum oil bath worm drives. These spacers are used on each end of the steel worm
gear in many oil bath worm drive models. Some original parts have 4 slits in the ID which are
artifacts of the stamping process. This part replaces all versions. The bottom sides are all flat.
Replacement Part. Adjusting Plug Adjusting Plug Tool plugtool. The worm drive adjusting plug

is a cast iron part. If you try to adjust, remove or install it by driving it with a hammer and punch
there is a good chance that you will break it. Don't break the adjusting plug. The tool depicted in
these pictures can be made from scrap steel in about 5 minutes. If you are reading this too late,
a good used replacement can be ordered below. Oil bath worm drives feature a vent plug to
allow expanding air to escape as the gear case heats up. This prevents seal blowout. The plug
features a small air hole and a felt insert is retained in the body of the plug to keep dirt out. This
part has been discontinued. These are used plugs that have been ultrasonically cleaned and
tested for air passage. They were commonly used on the blower drive pulley and in some
snowblower and rototiller worm drives. There may be applications elsewhere in the Gilson
product line. This retaining ring is used in front of the steel worm gear. It is also found in other
applications. These washers are used on the 1" tine shafts, sandwiched between felts or to
make one felt slide against the other forming a rotary dirt seal. They are sized to match the
factory parts and are stamped from stainless steel. This washer is also used alongside some
tiller belt tensioning idler rollers. This same washer is used adjacent to auger bearings on
Gilson snowblowers with oil bath worm drives. This washer is used alongside some tiller belt
tensioning idler rollers. They also have snowblower applicatons. This tooth bronze worm wheel
is used in horizontal and vertical oil bath gear case models. It is the most common worm wheel
in the Gilson tiller line. It has been discontinued as a factory part. I have worked with an original
equipment supplier to cut these gears to the original specifications. They are direct
replacements. The table below lists many of the applicable models. If you do not see your model
listed or if you have any questions please email me. This gear will not work in a snowblower.
For snowblower worm wheels see here. This Gear Fits the Following Models: F10 09 10 01C 10
02V 10 02D 10 10 10 05DA 10 01C 10 02D 10 02V 10 05DA 10 09V 10 02 10 01 10 02 10 02 10 02 10
05 10 09 10 10 10 10 10 02 10 01 10 02 10 12 10 12 10 03 10 05F 10 05 10 03 10 04 10 05 10 04 10
04 10 01 10 01 10 02 10 02 10 02 10 05 10 01 10 12 10 01 10 03 10 04 10 10 10 01S. Worm Wheel
This tooth bronze worm wheel is used in horizontal input oil bath gear case models. The 21
Tooth Worm Wheel can also be used in these cases. Click Here for price and ordering
information. This gear is used in the following worm drive assemblies: , , The steel worm gear
usually survives a bronze worm wheel failure and can be reused. In cases of severe bearing
failure or corrosion from water in the worm drive, replacement may be necessary. This gear
mates with the following 21 tooth worm wheels; , The factory part is still available. Ordering
Link: worm gear Worm Wheel This tooth bronze worm wheel is used in horizontal and vertical
oil bath gear case models. They are made by an OEM supplier to the original specifications.
This is a 1" bore gear. The table to the right lists applicable models. Worm Wheel This tooth
bronze worm wheel is used in vertical oil bath gear case models. This Gear Fits the Following
Models: 10 C11 10 02E 10 02P 10 04 10 03 10 05E 10 05E 10 01 10 02E 10 07 10 07 10 04 10 02P
10 02 10 02 10 03 10 03 10 08 10 06V 10 01 10 02 10 This gear is used in the following worm drive
assemblies: , This retaining ring is used adjacent to the 1" bore worm wheels show above. This
same retaining ring is used in Gilson snowblowers with 1" bore worm wheels. Worm Wheel This
tooth bronze worm wheel is used in vertical input gease packed gear case models. There is
another compact tiller worm wheel that is very similar. Be sure to reference your model number
or contact me before ordering. Worm Wheel This tooth bronze worm wheel is used in horizontal
input gease packed gear case models. The original part includes a gusset at the flange that
keeps the bushing from rotating in the housing. The replacement comes with Loctite formulated
to work with oily parts to prevent rotation. Make sure the contact surfaces of your housing are
clean and don't let the loctite bond to the shaft. They are sold in pairs and come with a tube of
Loctite. These are replacement bearing sleeves for these belt tensioning idler rollers. I do not
have complete idler rollers available and they have been discontinued as factory parts. Service
bulletin 92 has important lubrication information. Reverse Idler Roller Liner Bearing for These
are replacement bearing sleeves for these reverse belt tensioning idler rollers. These idler roller
assemblies are used in rear tine tiller models and a number of compact models. They can be
ordered individually or in discounted sets of 4 using the pulldown. They are also used in Gilson
Snow Cannons. These are the knobs used on some of the following models; Most 1 and 2
speed, gear drive, 2 stage snowblowers, traction belt tensioner Some have longer fine thread
knobs Most 1 and 2 speed, gear drive, 2 stage snowblowers, Fwd. Consult your illustrated parts
list or contact me with questions. These are used knobs. They have been lightly polished to
restore their appearance but pitting from weather and light tool marks are to be expected.
Contact me for other knobs, I have most in limited quantity. Locate your machine's model
number. This is the number circled in green in the illustation shown above. Do not use numbers
that are on graphic decals or engine numbers. I will gather your files and send them
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by return email. Model Number:. Send me an e-mail message with your machine's model
number. I will confirm that your model number is in my library and let you know what will be
provided. There is no obligation whatsoever with me sending a PayPal invoice. You may pay,
ignore or cancel. You may pay from a PayPal balance or use nearly any common credit card.
When the invoice is paid I will gather your files and send them by return email. This manual
covers all single cylinder side valve engines to date. It contains all spec's and repair detail.
These engines only have 1 spark plug, located 90 degrees. They do not have overhead valves.
Consult your engine parts list or ask to confirm. Confirm your part number before ordering. Use
as direct exhaust without the deflector. The Champion CJ-8 is a compact version of the J8 plug.
Since the spark plug sits on top of your engine the short insulator reduces the chance of
breakage. This was the standard OEM spark-plug in your engine. Set the gap to.

